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Shift-invariant waveform learning on epileptic ECoG

Carlos H. Mendoza-Cardenas1 and Austin J. Brockmeier2

Abstract— Seizure detection algorithms must discriminate
abnormal neuronal activity associated with a seizure from
normal neural activity in a variety of conditions. Our approach
is to seek spatiotemporal waveforms with distinct morphology
in electrocorticographic (ECoG) recordings of epileptic patients
that are indicative of a subsequent seizure (preictal) versus non-
seizure segments (interictal). To find these waveforms we apply
a shift-invariant k-means algorithm to segments of spatially
filtered signals to learn codebooks of prototypical waveforms.
The frequency of the cluster labels from the codebooks is
then used to train a binary classifier that predicts the class
(preictal or interictal) of a test ECoG segment. We use the
Matthews correlation coefficient to evaluate the performance
of the classifier and the quality of the codebooks. We found
that our method finds recurrent non-sinusoidal waveforms
that could be used to build interpretable features for seizure
prediction and that are also physiologically meaningful.

I. INTRODUCTION

The unannounced occurrence of seizures is a major health
risk factor in individuals with epilepsy. Since the abnormal
neuronal activity associated with a seizure correlates with
changes in the electroencephalographic (EEG) recording of
a patient, the development of algorithms that can predict
impending seizures from EEG data is an active research
area [1]. However, as was observed in a recent work [2],
most of the algorithms so far developed use EEG features
that are computed without regard for the morphology of non-
sinusoidal neuronal oscillations that pervade the EEG record-
ing. In contrast, several works have shown the close connec-
tion between the waveform shape of neural oscillations and
the physiology and pathophysiology of the brain [3], [4], [5],
and especially its use in effectively discriminating between
normal and abnormal oscillations in electrocorticographic
(ECoG) recordings of epileptic patients [6].

Although several works have explored the use of shift-
invariant and data-driven algorithms in EEG data [7], [8],
[9], [10], only one work have proposed a waveform learning
method in the context of seizure prediction [11]. In that
work, the authors proposed a bag-of-waves (BoWav) rep-
resentation, using a k-means clustering algorithm to learn
two codebooks of interictal and preictal waveforms from a
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random sample of small, single-channel windows of a multi-
channel EEG recording. Their codebooks are characterized
by the presence of waveforms with similar shapes but with
different time shifts. In contrast, we propose a shift-invariant
method that mitigates this situation, which can increase the
diversity of the morphologies represented by the codebooks.

Here, we explore a data-driven, shift-invariant waveform
learning method that learns two class-specific sets (code-
books) of non-sinusoidal spatiotemporal patterns from the
interictal and preictal states of epileptic ECoG recordings.
We call those patterns prototypical waveforms, or centroids,
as they approximate waveforms with similar morphology that
occur repeatedly across time. The learning of the codebooks
is performed through a shift-invariant k-means algorithm and
optimized for the task of classifying between interictal and
preictal ECoG segments. First, the multichannel ECoG data
is spatially filtered with a pair of spatial filters that maximize
the spectral band power of a signal from one condition
while minimizing it for signals from the other condition.
Second, the number of centroids (prototypical waveforms) in
each codebook and the centroid length are selected through
the cross-validation of a binary classifier that predicts the
class (preictal vs. interictal) of an ECoG signal. Finally,
the learning of the two codebooks is performed with the
selected hyperparameters. In addition to the classification
performance as an ensemble-level measure of the quality of
the two codebooks, we ran a χ2 test on each prototypical
waveform to quantify its predictive value.

II. METHODS

A. Data

We used continuous long-term multichannel ECoG record-
ings from four epileptic patients publicly available at
ieeg.org [12]. Table I presents some characteristics of
the data: the patient’s age in years; the number of channels
(C) and seizures (N.S); and the seizure type (S.T): complex
partial seizure (CPS) and generalized tonic-clonic seizure
(GTC). We used the same seizure annotations and subset
of EEG channels that were used in a previous work [13].
The relevant clinical seizure markings for this work are the
earliest EEG change (EEC), which is the point in time with
the first clear and sustained change from the patient’s EEG
baseline before the seizure onset, and the end of the seizure.
We assume that the activity happening between those two
time points represents the ictal state. We define the interictal
state as the activity that happens at least four hours away
from the ictal state, and the preictal state as the activity that
occurs in the 1-hour interval from 65 to 5 minutes before
EEC, leaving five minutes of minimum intervention time.



TABLE I
DATA CHARACTERISTICS

Name Age C N.S. S.T.
HUP111A 40 48 5 CPS
Study012 37 79 17 CPS,GTC
Study017 39 16 9 CPS,GTC
Study019 33 96 16 CPS

B. Preprocessing and spatial filtering

We used the preprocessing and spatial filtering pipelines
detailed in previous work [2]. The preprocessing removes
the 60 Hz power line noise, discards some segments with
artifacts like an additional broad-band peak at 60 Hz, and
resamples the signal at 512 Hz. Let X ∈ RM×C×L be
a C-channel ECoG segment split into M non-overlapping
windows of length L. Let gw : RM×C×L → RM×L denote
the spatial filtering step performed with the filter w ∈ RC ,
such that X̌ = gw(X) is a spatially-filtered ECoG segment
that results from left multiplying the last two dimensions
of X by wT. We used the common spatial patterns (CSP)
method [14] to compute two spatial filters, w0,B and w1,B,
such that they maximize the energy of band-passed filtered
signals from the interictal and preictal state, respectively,
while minimizing it for signals from the other state. We
computed w0,B and w1,B for each of the nine passbands
B ∈ {δ[1.5−4], θ[4−8], α[8−15], βlow[15−26], βhigh[26−
35], γlow[35−50], γmid[50−74], γhigh[76−120],HFO[120−
220]}, in units of Hz. To quantify the performance of the CSP
filters in discriminating between the interictal and preictal
conditions, a test set consisting of 1-minute ECoG segments
from both conditions is passed as input to both CSP filters,
and the energy of their output is compared to a threshold
by a binary classifier. For this work, we chose the spectral
band where that binary classifier had the highest area under
the precision-recall curve. For simplicity, we will drop the
subscript B in w·,B henceforth.

C. Spherical shift-invariant k-means

Here we describe the shift-invariant clustering algorithm
that we use to explain a set of spatially-filtered ECoG signals
using a scaled and shifted combination of prototypical wave-
forms forming a codebook. X = {xn ∈ RL}Nn=1 is a set of
N signals of length L, TP (x, τ) = [xτ , xτ+1, . . . , xτ+P−1]
is a P -length window extracted from x at time shift τ , with
P ≤ L and τ ∈ {0, . . . , L− P}, C = [c1, c2, . . . , ck] ∈
RP×k is a matrix whose columns are a set of k centroids
of length P that approximate the repeated occurence of
waveforms in X at different time points, and ν ∈ [k] is
the centroid index closest to x, with [k] = {1, . . . , k}. We
use a spherical shift-invariant k-means algorithm to find the
codebook C and the set {(νn, τn)}Nn=1 that minimize the sum
of distances from the signals in X to their closest centroid.
This can be cast as the optimization problem

min
C

{νn,τn}Nn=1

N∑
n=1

d(TP (xn, τn),Ceνn), (1)

with ei being the standard unit vector in Rk, with 1 in the
i-th element and 0 everywhere else, such that Cei = ci, and

d(y, z) = 1− yTz

‖y‖‖z‖
(2)

being the cosine distance between a pair of vectors y and z
in RP . We use cosine instead of Euclidean distance because
it is invariant to scaling by a non-negative value.

As an extension of the classic k-means algorithm, the sum
in Eq. (1) is minimized in two alternating steps. First, with
a fixed codebook C, the algorithm has a cluster assignment
step where, for each signal xn ∈ X , we find its closest
centroid cν∗

n
and the best time shift τ∗n

ν∗n, τ
∗
n = arg min

νn, τn
d(TP (xn, τn), cνn), n ∈ [N ]. (3)

The set of tuples {(ν∗n, τ∗n)}n where ν∗n = j defines the
j-th cluster of signals in X whose closest centroid is cj :
Cj = {xn ∈ X | ν∗n = j}, for j ∈ [k].

Second, with the cluster assignments and time shifts fixed,
we update the centroids

cj =
1

|Cj |
∑

n∈[N ]:xn∈Cj

TP (xn, τ
∗
n), j ∈ [k], (4)

with |·| denoting set cardinality. The centroids are initialized
by picking k signals from X at random and choosing the
P -length window with the highest energy on each signal. A
more involved initialization such k-means++, which ensures
diversity of the initial centroids, could also be used.

To learn two class-specific codebooks, C0 ∈ RP×k for
interictal and C1 ∈ RP×k for preictal, we first spatially
filter the interictal (preictal) data with w0 (w1), the CSP
filter that maximizes the spectral band power for that specific
class. Then, we use the shift-invariant k-means algorithm
described here to learn C0 ∈ RP×k and C1 ∈ RP×k from
the spatially-filtered interictal and preictal data, respectively.

D. Waveform counts

We now explain how we use C0 and C1 to characterize
a spatially-filtered ECoG segment in terms of waveform
counts: the number of times a prototypical waveform from
C0 or C1 “occurs” in that segment. We say that a waveform
“occurs” in a segment if it is the closest centroid for a
given window from that segment. Let X ∈ RM×C×L be
a C-channel ECoG segment split into M windows of length
L and with true class label y ∈ {0, 1}, 0 for interictal
and 1 for preictal. X is spatially filtered with w0 and w1:
gw0

(X) = X̌0 ∈ RM×L and gw1
(X) = X̌1 ∈ RM×L. Let

assign : RM×L × RP×k → [k]M be a cluster assign-
ment map (see Eq. (3)) such that ν = assign(X̌,C) =
[ν1, . . . , νM ], with νi ∈ [k] being the label of the prototypical
waveform in C closest to the i-th window in X̌, for i ∈ [M ].
X̌0 and X̌1 are clustered using C0 and C1, respectively:
ν0 = assign(X̌0,C0) and ν1 = assign(X̌1,C1).

Let BoW : [k]M → {0, . . . ,M}k be a bag-of-words
mapping such that z = BoW(ν) = [z1, . . . , zk] are the counts



of the labels in ν, with zi =
∑
jJνj = iK, for i ∈ [k] and

j ∈ [M ], and JqK equal to 1 if q is true, or 0 otherwise. We
can then compose and concatenate all these steps to build a
feature vector z̆ ∈ R2k from the ECoG segment X as

z̆ = [BoW(assign(gw0(X),C0)),

BoW(assign(gw1(X),C1))]
(5)

E. Classifier

Let h : {0, . . . ,M}2k → {0, 1} be a binary clas-
sifier such that ŷ = h(z̆) is the class label estimate
of an ECoG segment X ∈ RM×C×L with a feature
vector z̆ computed as in Eq. (5). We consider a multi-
nomial naive Bayes (MultinomialNB) classifier and
a logistic regression (LogisticRegression) classifier.
MultinomialNB uses the waveform counts and training
labels to estimate the prior class (interictal/preictal) prob-
abilities and the likelihood of the prototypical waveforms
in C0 and C1 for each segment class; ŷ is the maximum a
posteriori (MAP) estimate. LogisticRegression learns
a weight vector θ ∈ R2k that linearly combines the features
to maximize the log-likelihood of Y (the class label); ŷ =
h(z̆) = Jσ(θTz̆ + η) > 0.5K, with σ(x) = 1/(1 + e−x), and
σ(θTz̆ + η) = P(Y = 1 | X;θ), the probability that Y = 1,
given the data X .

For LogisticRegression, we fit the intercept η and
use the l2-norm penalty term with regularization parameter C.
Furthermore, to downweight overly frequent waveforms, we
use a feature scaling from the information retrieval literature
called inverse “document”-frequency scaling (idf), where
“document” here means an ECoG segment. In particular, we
used idf(i) = log((1 + n)/(1 + df(i))) + 1, where n is the
number of segments and df(i) is the number of segments
where the i-th prototypical waveform occurs.

F. Waveform ranking

Let C̆ = [C0, C1] ∈ RP×2k be a master codebook that
results from concatenating the learned interictal and preictal
codebooks, c̆i be the i-th waveform in C̆, Oi,y be the
number of observed occurrences of c̆i in class y ∈ {0, 1},
and M0 and M1 be the number of interictal and preictal
windows in the test set, respectively. We then build a
contingency table (see Table II) for each waveform in C̆
and compute the χ2 test statistic to rank the prototypical
waveforms according to the strength of the association
between their occurrence and the window class.

III. RESULTS

We took at random 763 interictal segments and 229
preictal segments from the ECoG recordings of each patient.

TABLE II
GENERAL FORM OF A CONTINGENCY TABLE

Interictal Preictal
c̆i occurs Oi,0 Oi,1

c̆i does not occur M0 − Oi,0 M1 − Oi,1

A segment has M = 60 non-overlapping windows 1-second
long (L = 512). We did an 80/20 split to create the training
and test sets. The training set is used to learn the interictal
and preictal codebooks, and to train the classifier h.

We used a 10-fold cross-validation to select the regulariza-
tion parameter C for LogisticRegression, the number
of centroids k ∈ {4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128} and the centroid
length P ∈ {30, 40, 60, 120, 200, 350} that yielded the high-
est average Matthews correlation coefficient (MCC) [15].
Recall that the spectral band for the CSP filters was chosen
by an early-stage energy-based classifier.

After training the classifier and learning the interictal and
preictal codebooks using the hyperparameters chosen during
cross-validation, we quantified the discriminatory power of
the learned codebooks using the test set. Table III shows the
test MCC, precision, and recall scores of the two classifiers.
Table IV shows the spectral band chosen from the spatial
filtering pipeline and the hyperparameters chosen during
cross-validation.

The performance of the classifier can be interpreted as
a global measure of how well each (preictal or interictal)
codebook represents the state it was trained for, and at the
same time how different are those representations from each
other. To assess and rank the predictive value of each indi-
vidual learned prototypical waveform, we concatenated the
codebooks learned for Study019, with k = 128 and P = 350
(684 ms), into a single master codebook, as described in
section II-F, and applied a χ2 test on a contingency table
for each waveform. Table V shows the contingency table of
the prototypical waveform with the highest χ2 (69.38) in
the master codebook. Fig. 1 shows the top 5 preictal and
interictal centroids with the highest χ2 score.

Fig. 2 shows a sample of the test windows assigned to a
centroid when performing the step assign(gw1

(X),C1),
and illustrates the shift-invariance property of our method.

IV. CONCLUSION

Our shift-invariant waveform learning method was able to
learn two class-specific codebooks of prototypical waveforms

TABLE III
CLASSIFICATION SCORES

LogisticRegression MultinomialNB
MCC Precision Recall MCC Precision Recall

Study019 0.841 0.927 0.826 0.718 0.935 0.630
HUP111A 0.489 0.541 0.717 0.452 0.535 0.652
Study012 0.400 0.429 0.783 0.327 0.420 0.630
Study017 0.262 0.373 0.609 0.248 0.400 0.478

TABLE IV
BEST HYPERPARAMETERS

LogisticRegression MultinomialNB
Band C k P k P

Study019 γhigh 1 128 350 128 30
HUP111A θ 1 128 30 64 30
Study012 γhigh 2 32 120 128 60
Study017 γlow 0.5 128 120 128 120
C: Regularization parameter, k: Number of centroids, P : Centroid length



TABLE V
CONTINGENCY TABLE EXAMPLE

Interictal Preictal
c̆133 occurs 19 41
c̆133 does not occur 9,161 2,719

: 69.38 62.16 52.82 32.31 25.95

: 37.22 24.46 20.45 18.62 18.33

Fig. 1. Top 5 waveforms on each class-specific codebook of Study019,
ranked by their χ2-test value in the master codebook. Top row: preictal.
Bottom: Interictal. Dotted line indicates zero amplitude.

from the interictal and preictal state of epileptic electrocor-
ticographic (ECoG) recordings that exhibited a high discrim-
inative performance for one of four patients (Study019), as
measured by the Matthews correlation coefficient of a binary
classifier. The performance for the other patients varies from
medium to low. A more detailed inspection of the data and
the codebooks learned is required to understand the reason
behind this significant variability between subjects in the
classification performance. Notice, however, that our method
uses only one CSP filter per class-specific codebook and
that we do not perform any type of temporal filtering. We
hypothesize that the addition of more spatial filters and the
temporal filtering of the data could improve the discrimi-
nation between classes and the discovery of long-duration
high-frequency oscillations that might be masked by the
typical 1/f spectrum of the ECoG signal. We also highlight
that in addition to the good predictive power exhibited on
some subjects, our method delivers waveforms with diverse
morphologies and that can have a meaningful physiological
interpretation. There are several directions for future work
that can expand and improve the method here proposed. First,
the statistical analysis of the spatial and temporal (relative
to seizure onset) location of the waveforms clustered around
each centroid could provide important insights not only for
the development of a seizure prediction algorithm but also
for our understanding of the pathophysiology and etiology of
seizures. Second, automatic methods for the characterization
of waveform shape and envelope could also be developed
and applied to the learned waveforms. An example of this
is the coefficient of variation of the envelope to quantify the
rhythmicity of EEG waveforms [16]. Finally, more advanced
methods for waveform learning, like convolutional dictionary
learning [8], [9], [10], could also be explored in the context
of seizure prediction.
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